
iManage Cloud

Manage your LLPG / LSG in the cloud 
with iManage Cloud 

Save time and better manage your 
Local Land and Property Gazetteer 
(LLPG) and Local Street Gazetteer 
(LSG) with our fully cloud-based, 
wizard-driven Gazetteer Management 
System (GMS), iManage Cloud.

https://www.idoxgroup.com/


Intuitive, wizard-driven gazetteer management software

iManage Cloud uses the Aligned Assets platform to deliver a fully cloud-
based solution that streamlines the creation and management of properties 
and streets to the British Standard BS7666, complete with Unique Property 
Reference Numbers (UPRN) and Unique Street Reference Numbers (USRN). 
Using the latest technology and standards, our feature-rich GMS enables 
end-to-end integration and improved automation of processes, driving 
increased efficiency and optimising accuracy.

Driven by the ever-evolving needs of our customers, iManage Cloud has been 
developed to deliver the most advanced, user-friendly, fully cloud-based 
GMS available.

Efficient installation
Get up and running quickly as our GMS is quick to 
install with minimal bespoke code and integrates 
seamlessly with other operational systems.

Wizard-driven processes
Create, edit and maintain street and property 
addresses singularly or in bulk with our intuitive, 
wizard-driven platform to maximise efficiency 
and productivity.

Why migrate your LLPG / LSG to the cloud? 
iManage Cloud helps maximise cost and time savings by eliminating the need for costly servers and 
internal IT effort. The APIs that form part of the solution allow the multi-directional flow of data to and 
from the LLPG / LSG, saving users more time, eliminating manual error, and improving collaboration.

Drive efficiency with our gazetteer management software

https://www.idoxgroup.com/solutions/address-data-solutions/llpg-lsg/


Create templates  
Save time and ensure consistency by producing 
easy-to-use templates for property and street 
creation.

Browser-based, secure and scalable
Accessed from anywhere with an internet 
connection, our GMS is safe and secure to use. 
Fully scalable, it can be applied to a single local 
authority or scaled to accommodate complex 
shared services, such as unitaries, allowing data 
segregation as required.

Real-time address search
Instantly search real-time address updates and 
records using the Address Search APIs, ensuring 
the most accurate data is accessed from any 
system integrated with the LLPG / LSG.   

Accuracy and compliance
Achieve accuracy and compliance with 
GeoPlace and One Scotland standards through 
automated address validation on entry; and use 
the latest standard Data Transfer Format (DTF) 
files for import/export.

Enriched location data
Our solution enables councils to share and utilise 
the UPRNs to link multiple datasets, providing 
richer insight into locations and communities, 
enabling improved delivery of services.

Integrate street naming and numbering
Integrate our Street Naming and Numbering 
(SNN) Management System to standardise 
and automate SNN processes while ensuring 
you’re using the latest data.

Requires zero maintenance 
Save on extensive hardware, energy and maintenance costs by managing your LLPG / LSG in the cloud. 
Fully supported, maintained and updated by Idox, council IT resources can be reallocated to other vital 
project work.



To speak to an expert about iManage Cloud call 0333 011 1200 or email 
marketing@idoxgroup.com. 
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Secure cloud solution for local authorities 
With digital transformation at the heart of local government strategy, we are here to help you step 
into the cloud. Working with local authorities for over 30 years, we have developed a deep knowledge 
and understanding of how they work. This experience, combined with the consistent feedback we 
proactively seek out on your specific requirements, enables us to develop the solutions you need to 
enable optimum efficiency in your work. We know budgets are tight so by streamlining functionality 
and workflows, we can boost productivity while saving you money. 

Migrate to iManage Cloud for the most cutting-edge, fully cloud-based LLPG / LSG GMS solution available, 
driving time and cost efficiencies, improved delivery of services and enriched insight into any location.

Additional modules to enhance functionality 
To maximise capability and outcomes, iManage Cloud integrates seamlessly with all our additional 
modules, including matching and cleansing, rapid address search APIs and our street naming and 
numbering management system.
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